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Abstract
LAT

EX’s output routine is designed with fixed layout and functionality in mind. This is even true for
the current state of the new output routine work by the LATEX3 team. When typesetting things
like critical editions, one may have to cater for multiple levels of marginal notes (like verse/line
numbers and additional cross references), multiple and nested levels of footnotes, footnotes also
carrying marginal notes, multicolumn material with synchronized page breaks and so forth and so
on. It is not feasible to anticipate every possible perversion of typesetting tasks in advance.
For this reason, flexible methods of allocating the various special penalties for communicating the relevant information for such material, and for interpreting, collecting and assembling the
relevant material within the context of the output routine and minipage-like environments are required. The implementor of such contorted layouts should then have the possibility to allocate the
required levels and layers of specialities and plug them together in comparative ease.
A suitably generic core could be employed by vastly different and far more diverse typesetting
tasks than just the LATEX base classes. With suitable generality, it might even become feasible to
root different systems with different user interfaces (like ConTEXt) on common core mechanisms,
making it easier to cross-port functionality over the various systems.

Résumé
LAT

La routine de sortie de EX a été conçue en vue d’une utilisation avec des mises en page et des
fonctionnalités fixes. Ceci s’applique aussi à l’état actuel de la nouvelle routine de sortie développée
par l’équipe LATEX3. Quand on compose des documents tels que des éditions critiques, on nécessite
parfois plusieurs niveaux de notes marginales, plusieurs niveaux de notes de bas de page, des notes
de bas de page munies de notes marginales, du multicolonnage avec fins de page synchronisées,
etc. Il est impossible de prévoir toutes les perversions typographiques possibles et imaginables, à
l’avance.
Pour cette raison, on nécessite des méthodes flexibles, pour allouer les pénalités spéciales, pour
communiquer l’information ad hoc, pour interpréter, collectionner et assembler le matériel dans le
contexte de la routine de sortie et des environnements de mini-page. L’implémentateur d’une telle
mise en page doit être capable d’allouer les niveaux et couches requis nécessaires et des les joindre
au logiciel relativement facilement.
Un noyau raisonnablement générique peut être utilisé par un grand nombre de tâches de composition diverses et variées, bien au-delà des classes LATEX de base. En gardant un niveau de généralité
assez haut, on pourrait même tenter d’utiliser des interfaces différentes (comme ConTEXt) et obtenir ainsi une compatibilité inter-systèmes.

Introduction to output routines
The output routine is one of the more mysterious pieces
of TEX. The chapter of the TEXbook discussing output
routines claims that designing output routines makes one
achieve the level of a “TEX Grandmaster”.
As is so often the case, mastery of the concept of an
output routine in plain TEX will only barely prepare you
for the complexities awaiting you with LATEX’s variant of
an output routine.
Basic operation So what is an output routine? When TEX
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is typesetting pages of continuous text, it will gather material until it can find a least-cost page break intended to
make the gathered material fit the \pagegoal size. The
gathered material will then be placed into \box255 and
the output routine stored in the token register \output
will be processed in a group of its own. Usually it will
arrange the gathered material in some way, add headers,
footlines and page numbers, and ship the gathered results out in typeset form with the \shipout command.
At the time of the \shipout command all \open and
\write commands stored in the box shipped out are ex-
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panded and written out. This is what makes it possible to have page labels corresponding to the actual page
numbers at the time of shipout: the corresponding info
is written to the .aux file at that time.
The output routine may decide to place material
back on the main vertical list instead of shipping it out.
Marks One feature connected to the output routine is
marks: marks can contain arbitrary tokens and are placed
in the vertical list with \mark commands. The first and
last mark on any page can be accessed as \firstmark and
\botmark, respectively, when the output routine gets
called. ε-TEX provides for more than one mark at a time
if necessary. Marks can be used to gather information
about what range of material has made it to the page.
Special penalties and ‘here’ points Penalties govern how infeasible to consider a page break. Negative penalties indicate good break points. Penalties of −10000 and below
force an immediate page break. Those penalties don’t occur naturally, so one can use various values for signalling
conditions to the output routine in so-called ‘here’ points.
One possibility is to use TEX’s \vadjust command to
insert such a special penalty right after the current line.
The page will then be broken at that point and the output
routine called. The output routine will then notice that
it was invoked by a special penalty and will cause a corresponding special action, like placing a figure or margin
note, or adjusting to a grid, or placing a line number (for
that purpose, the normal interline penalty would be set to
an appropriate special penalty) or a number of other possible actions. Typically, \box255 will be just contributed
back to the current vertical list in the output routine after
the necessary special action has been called.
Insertions TEX has the concept of insertions that are used
for floating material and things like footnotes. An insertion is a mechanism by which material associated with the
main vertical list, such as footnotes or floating figures, is
collected.
Insertions consist of the following items:
A box register is where the collected insertions appear
when the output routine is called. Insertions may
be split or float completely to the next page. In that
case the remaining material is not in the box but will
be inserted for the main vertical list immediately before any material contributed from the output routine.
A skip register specifies how much vertical space on the
main page is consumed if at least one item from the
insertion appears.
A count register is a scale factor telling TEX how much
space in the main vertical list gets eaten up by material in the insertion. For example, single column footnotes below double column text might take

twice the vertical space from the galley, margin
notes might take up no space at all, and so on.
A dimension register can be set to the maximum amount
of material that can be permitted from insertions of
that type on a single page.
There are also parameters recorded with every single insertion, like its floating penalty (how bad is it if the insertion material does not at least start on the same page
where it is referenced).
Insertions like footnotes may be split across pages,
in which case the material before the split appears in the
corresponding box register while the material following
the split is placed into an insertion before the material
that the output routine may recontribute to the main vertical list.

Examples for output routine requirements
We start off with two rather innocuous extracts from a
two-language version of the Iliad (figure 1). Such twolanguage versions of a text will usually be set in two separate passes where each pass concerns itself with typesetting one language and after completing both passes, the
results get joined into one common document by alternating the produced pages. This particular variant looks
like one of the easiest ones: since we have an original text
organized by verse lines, and a translation organized similarly, synchronization happens automatically.
Almost: what if we have overlong lines and need to
wrap them? There are two approaches: the first one is
to just put the line end somewhere else, usually in the
line below. The version in figure 1(a) has to use the line
above because of a verse number, so the placement also
depends on the contents of the following lines. However, it can also depend on the position of page breaks:
if the following line happens to be on the next page, we
get more space for tacking on some line stubs and may
not need to move stuff around too much. There are advantages to trying to fix stuff such things, as well as line
numbers, within the scope of the output routine, but in
this case it would probably be overkill.
The second approach is to synchronize the extra line
needed with the translation, as seen in figure 1(b). Of
course, this synchronization needs to be established in a
multipass scheme: the blank lines can only be inserted
after the other language has had its page set. It would
actually be more convenient to have two copies of TEX
running in lockstep, each reading from its own input file.
Then we could save ourselves the trouble of a multipass
algorithm.
Unique arrangements of standard elements The next interesting example is an excerpt (figure 2) from James Joyce’s
“Finnegans Wake”. We notice a few difficulties with regard to LATEX’s usual operations: the footnote area has
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(a) Synchronicity by arrangement

(b) Synchronicity by spacing

F. 1: Two excerpts from the Iliad

F. 2: An excerpt from “Finnegans Wake”

a different text width from the main text, and we have
margin notes on both borders of the text. LATEX’s margin notes are a pain to switch between the margins (using
\reversemarginpar), and it happens that we only have
the possibility to specify outer and inner margin notes,
whereas this chapter of “Finnegans Wake” would rather
require left and right notes since the notes do not switch
sides on opposing pages. This kind of layout should be
easier to achieve than it is currently with LATEX 2ε . In
addition, we find that in “Finnegans Wake” several chapters have separate layouts, so it would be desirable to be
able to switch between layouts from chapter to chapter,
changing page formats and general layouts on the fly in
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the middle of a document.
Critical edition In figure 3, we have an example for a critical edition. We happen to have three footnote apparatus here. The first one is from the original commentator. The second one gives text variants of the original
commentary. The third apparatus gives comments of the
current editor. The interesting thing is that footnote anchors of the lower footnote apparatus can occur anywhere
in the material on the page before. Note that the order of footnote numbers depends on the page breaks: if a
footnote is continued to the next page, and a lower level
footnote is anchored within the part broken to the next
page, the number and position of the lower level footnote
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F. 3: Critical Edition with multiple footnotes

will be after a same level footnote anchored into the main
text.
The footnote number reordering can be solved by
using a \label-like mechanism that will get the numbers
right in a multiple pass method, so we won’t delve deeper
here.
What is more interesting here is that we have margin

notes that are used for indicating the original pagination.
Margin notes like that can occur in the main text, but
they can also occur in the footnotes. Here the standard
mechanisms of LATEX break down: as insertions, LATEX
treats margin notes only in the main text. So what do we
have to do in order to get the same treatment in the footnotes also?
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There are several possibilities.

One is to use

\vsplit in order to achieve similar functionality to the

output routine, in figuring out ‘here’ points placed into
the footnote. So it is apparent that we would really want
to have the sort of ‘here’ point processing from the output
routine available also as a separate operation.
Another possibility would be to place insertion material into the footnote boxes, then rerun the output
routine with the material that has been inserted from
within the footnotes. This could make for some problems in a case where we have to deal with multiple columns, though: if footnotes are to be attached to each column, the amount of material for a column might change
when insertions migrate out, leading to different column
breaks.
So no generally useful strategy appears to suggest itself, making it obvious that any particular format should
be as free as possible to choose its own order of trying to
deal with that problem.
Of course, this does not address the main problem:
we have here several layers of page breaking decisions,
and complicated rules about just when something might
be carried over or placed on the next page. There are
some easily understandable rules: a footnote must begin
on the same page as its reference point, all footnotes in a
block must be numbered consecutively in order of vertical appearance of their reference points on the page, regardless of the logical order, and only the last footnote on
one footnote block may be broken over to the next page.
If a footnote is broken over to the next page, the part
carried over must constitute the top part of the footnote
block on the next page, even if footnotes in a level ordinarily placed before it (such as footnotes from the main
text) appear in the same block.
If we have a footnote to a footnote that gets split
across a page, then its top part must come at the bottom
of its footnote block, whereas its bottom part must continue on the top of the footnote block of the next page.
This means that subordinate footnotes must be
• kept in separate insertions from other footnotes in

the block
• kept in separate insertions even from other footnotes

of the same level, since their reference might fall on
a different page, making other footnotes from, say,
the main matter intercede.
Why do we need insertions at all, rather than handling
this just with a queue of boxes, like LATEX’s usual floats
do? Because then LATEX will not attempt to split footnotes...
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The details are pretty messy. Let it suffice to say
that we have a complicated mess of decisions to make.
It turns out that we can do this reasonably only with a
multipass approach again where footnotes get shortened
systematically until the material fits the page.
It becomes apparent that we want a mechanism with
which we can easily specify that we want a particular box
treated for ‘here’ points both for subordinate footnotes as
well as margin notes, while we would not want to have to
code things like attachment of margin notes more than
once.
Another critical edition In figure 4, we have a typical passage from a biblical critical edition. We see footnotes
in run-in paragraph form, we have verse numbers (one
sort of margin notes), we have another level of margin
notes on the outside for cross references, we have margin notes for indexing purposes on the inner side. All in
all, three levels of margin notes, and we have different
languages on opposite pages that have synchronized page
breaks. Now the synchronization of page breaks is not
possible to achieve sensibly apart from typesetting even
and odd pages separately and writing information into external files for synchronization: TEX does not offer a way
for interchanging between alternating document sources.
One could possibly try to make the text of one language
insertions in a main text created by the other language,
but this would be pretty awkward and would certainly
require that the texts get interspersed. Since the texts
will usually be prepared by people proficient in different
languages, this would be distinctly impractical.
Synchronization, however, could be left to a separate package. It is easy enough to achieve with insertions: synchronization points could be implemented simply by creating an insertion with a fixed height. The output routine can then measure the height of the respective
insertion box, corresponding to the number of synchronization points, and write it out to an external file. The
number of synchronization points on a page can be strictly
limited by setting the \dimen register of the appropriate
insertion to a maximum height value.
A magazine Figure 5 provides us with a view to more
complicated figure placements. Placement requirements
like this are commonplace. Let us suffice here by saying that current experimental output routine work from
LATEX3 can accommodate most of the difficulties of placing material like that, but the work is not yet complete,
and several restrictions exist that make working with this
cumbersome, and the interfaces are still in a state of flux.
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F. 4: John 1

Conclusions
It is immediately apparent from a cursory scan of a typical bookcase that a variety of requirements for the arrangement of graphical elements on a page exist that are
not catered for by LATEX’s standard classes and typesetting mechanisms. Separate tasks provide for separate
challenges, and rather than trying to cater for all of them
with an overly generic format, it will be necessary to provide convenient access to standard graphical and algorithmic elements, by the use of templates and generic definitions.
Currently, document design necessitates output routine programming and a vast amount of wizardry. But
most tasks could be accomplished by rather working from
standard building blocks like insertion lists, here points,
default mechanisms for margin notes and so on. This
would facilitate a considerably larger variety of serious
document design tasks with tolerable effort and could
help to spread the use of TEX in publishing houses.

F. 5: A magazine
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